
RATING NA.RINE ClillGO RISK & . INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION 

by Mr. -Mohad. CHOUDHURY 

Rating of marine cargo cliffers from determination of price· commodities 

in a variety of manners. Whereas, in fixation of price of certain manufac
:i..n a Vli:r·icey 
tured goods one can add up various factors such as cost of production, 

administrative expenses, sale expenses and profit, in case of marine insurance 

on·e cannot come to the agreed price or rate as easily. The most ±i:nportant 

factor in the determination of the price is the prime cost which-in case 

of marine cargo insurance, is equivalent to the claim cost. You-will 

immediately agree· with me that' claim is a factor which' i's diff:tCuit to 

determine in ·advance and hence, the ·mechanics of rating with a11··the impli

cations have to be gone into. 

I will now attempt splitting up various factors that requiTe ·examining, 

be.fore a marine cargo rate can be detennined: I will first deal·wi.th the 

factors that contribute to the cost of claims 

a) Cargo 

b) Voyage -~ 
\ 

c) Ship 
·a) Cover 

:dfl1"!- i· r \ 

~ I ,_I 

Cargo: I am taking up "Cargo" first for the ease of understandi'ng, as 
. . 

normally the first thing that a prospective client mentions to an 
\ 

underwriter, is the cargo or the consignment he is ex~orting or importing. 

The underwriter immediately reacts to the situatibn as he.is generally 

.aware of the susceptibility of damage in a particul:ir type of cargo. 

The consighmerits a.¼rer widely, but for the purpo-se of under&tanding 

it will be enough if I mention just a few br6aci ·types in' art attempt to 

di.i'ferent.iat'e them from one another. eargo· can consist of machinery in 

era tes, man~ consumer goods in retail packing in cases, bag -cargo, 

·---~-....... bulk oai>ge ,~-&.i.J..~~'H!--~-, '3.tngei?ou s . ea rgo. and ea rgo .on. .... d.eck. Obviously' 

thei·e is a great deal of difference between the various cargoes mentioned 

above. 

If the consignment in question is heavy machinery, in many respects 

it is less susceptible to damage thari. ckiils~er goods in cases. Siinliii.rly' 
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paper in rims will be considered-considerably more susceptible to damage 

than steel billets. Oil in bulk on the.other hand, althought seemingly 

dangerous, is a better risk than dry cargo generally in parcels • 

. We will now proceed to examine voyage and try to establish a 

connection between the voyage and the cargo. 

Voyage " Every consignment export or import or inland transit must 

originate at a certain point and terminate at another point. Generally 

the voyage will involve two countries and a standard policy will cover 

the consignment from the seller's warehouse to the buyer's ~rehouse, 

located;> i:gE- t1hai:b n:res:pebti ve countries. The entire transit from warehouse 

to :warehouse is a voyage that must be taken into consideration. Whereas, 

the voyage can be very short between two points in one di ty or one ,'~) 

country, it may be very long covering several seas halfway around the 

world. Time taken in a voyage can be as little as cne day or as long as 

three or four months. If delay, transhipment, inland trap.sit at both ends 

or either end, time taken in customs cleaDance, extra time taken due to 

port congestion, are all taken into account, a voyage can be sometimes 

as long as 8 to 12 months. 

'Whilst examining voyage it is necessary to examine the condition 

of the port, the loading and unloading facilities, whether lighters or 

barges are used, what period of the year it involves, and what are the 

seas the ship will pass through. On each of these aspects it is possible 

to deliberate for long on account of the implications of each one of them, 

but the object is to determine briefly, how in a general way, a voyage is 

a very important contributory factor in fixation of-rate. Quite naturally 

if lighters or country crafts are used for loading or unloading or both, 

the cargo is exp~sed more to the danger_ of loss. Similarly, if the ship 

has to pass through st'"1Jly seas, as will.be the case in Bay of Bengal 

between April and November, or Baltic Sea in winter months under icing 

conditions, the entire ship is expo_sed to greater danger of sinking or 

damage, naturally involving the loml? or ·ddma.ge of·.-(.':a:rgo to a great extent. 
I • • • 

---······-· .... -~~C-o-mm-o-n-s-e-n-s-e~w-i-11 tell that a voyage lasting for 6 mo:Uths is certainly 

exposed to far greater risk than another voyage exposed for only 30 
days, with other things being equal. Again inland transit is an impor

ta.n.t contributer.y factor depend.irigg also on the mode of transport, 

motorlorry, rail or water ways. 
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Having briefly analysed the voyage I will now go to the ship. 

Ship ; As you all kno-w ships differ in size, carrying capacity; age 

and in variety of other manners such as tanker, bulk carriers·, contain~r 

ships, standard,1dry cargo vessels and so on. They also differ widely 

in ··tonnage from say, 100 tons to 300,000 tone or brand new to 30 years 

old or ·even older. Besides, a -vessel can be classified by an approv:ed 

·classification society,- or may riot be classified, or may have lost its 

class. Quite naturally a very small ship is not able to stand a gale 

'or a storm as well as another vessel which is large and better equipped. 

Similarly an old ship may have problems with her machinery under stress 

and strain as compared to a new ship with la test machinery and modem 

equipment. Vessels also differ as between steam ships and motor vessels 

not to talk of nuclear power ships~- .A vessel classified by an approved 

classification society is deemed to be equipped fully for nav~gation as 

compared to another ship which is-not classified. or may '1.ve lost her 

class due to poor state uf fitness. 

Nowadays one other important factor as .regards the ship is its 

identity. Whether ·it is being run by an established liner company or 

is a tramp being chartered to "Sharp -Shooters". You must naturally b.e 

aware· of the numerous cases' of arrests and detainments which are occuring 

daily. This factor I believe should influence an underwriter when rating 

a particular risk of cargo insurance and a loading be imposed. 

I will presently come back to discuss further the three factors 

briefly touched upon. Meanwhile I will take the rwxt, the cover factors. 

Cover As you lmow, there are various types of covers trui.t can be 
. . ' granted on a consignment of cargo and they may differ as between the rfdll 

minimum which is TLO, and· the ma.xirnuin which: is All Risk. I will deal 

with War, Strikes·, Riots & Civil Commotion and Malicious damage 

separately. Irrespective of whether the insured requires the very 

···- m1n1nium-·or"ffier·w1trnn fo1m of covet, -the-·~rw:riter may nevertheless 

determine what rate he would charge for every kind of cover. To determine 

the rate for the minimum i.e. TLO, the underwri te.r has . to primarily 

concern himself with the ship and voyage,, The cargo factor is less 
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important since the loss is limited to the vessel becoming a total 

loss, or a constructive total loss, or be so serigusly damaged or 

inaccessible that the cargo on board is irretrievably lost. 

For FPA, which is considerably wider than TLO, lbhe underwriter must 

take into account the voyage, the ship and the cargo. Certain partial 

losses, such as loss due to fire, or articles falling from the sling of 

the ship, would be payable as partial loss claims even though the FPA. 
Clause generally limits the cover to losses other than partial losses. 

While examining v!PA, TFNii, water damage and other wider c-overs, 

or the widest form of cover i.e. All Risk, the underwriter must examine 

all the factors - and in far greater depth - in order to be able to 

assess how each additional risk affects the consignment in question. 

J3a.gged cargo, for example, can be easily damaged by water, hooks or 

rough handling, or the goods may be lost due to bursting and tearing 

of bags. is 
Glassware e.g./J.-iable to total destruction due to r~ugh handling 

and.breakage. Similarly, frozen food may completely perish due to 

breakdown of refrigeration machiner;y' in a vessel. Cenent bags may be 

reduced to stones on cvming in contact with water. Toilet soap may 

be ruined due to discolouring of the labels owing to excessive heat 

or contact with mud, acid or other substances, Thus, it will be 

appreciated that the type of cover required is an extremely important 

factor and the rates must widely vary as between cargo. 

Other Aspects of Rating Before proceeding furthe:c_ it is necessary 

to point out tha~ apart from the claims cost there are other important 

aspects that rirust be taken into account in rating. These are a.c_q:ui.si tion 

·cost,· such as a·ge\cy c;mmission or brokerage, administration..-:,§l~'G:,.Md 

profit. By ··foe_ rule of thwb one could say that there should be a 

margin of about 4C% to provide for these three aspects so that briefly 

the rate structure emerging should be fhe following: 

... •-Y=~- - •-~~ 

1) Claims Cost 60% 
2) Acquisition Cost 15r~ 
3) Administrat1ve Cost 15% 
4) Profit 10% 

Total 100% 
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Generally, the acquisition cost to the underwriter is determined by 

mark'.et practice. : :tt is .normal for any in;urance market to pay about 

15% toward~ coIUrillssio~ and/or brokerage, and the underwriter is 

unable to acquire any business at below the market ra.te of acquisition 

on account of force of competition. 

Administrative'cost however to a great· extent depends on the 

volume of business the underwriter handless, as i., is the case in mass 

production. The Administrative cost of handling, especially with the help 

of mechanLcai aids or computer, can' fall, if the premium' volume i's large. 

Conversely, the management expenses will be higher if the business is 

smail. 

Claims cost, although· a vecy,uncertain factor, can be controlled.by 

rate if underwriters' statistics; experie. ce and knowledge' is sound~-
-

International competi tiJn, w'hich I sha~ll later discuss~ is a "ifery big 

factor in'forcing rates dmmwards, thus increasing the cost cif claims. 

However, a. minimum rate has to be worked out and that must ~be on 

the ·assumption of worst pcssible claims cost. Hope over experience 

or statistics proves disastr·oues very often. Rate, therefore, 'must be 

worked cut ·at a level that mi.lst take into account ail aspects of 

underwriters business to ensure him a reasonable profit.' 
way 

In my·view, there is no better/of explaining the mechanics of 

cargo rating than by faking a few instances and analysing them by· 
app1ying all the four· factors I have mentioned earlier and arrive at 

rates. I shall theref~re pick out a few hypothetical consignments and 
' . 

attempt to rate them and in -doing ·so I shall select Qifferent types 

of cargoes, lorig S:nd short voyages, good, bad and large ships and 

various"types of covers 
\ 
'\ 

A) Machinery in Crates from Paris to Lagos by m.v. 2001 classified 

by .American Bureau, 5,000 GRT, 18 years old. 

'!'NII---~---··- -B-.,..,_,_)-~J-u-t-e--Good•f!••~in·-:Bei.l~ct 'f±6~ Nara;yanganj . to 13irm-irigb.ani" by in ~·v. 2002 

c) 

classified by G.L., 7,000 GRT,16 years old. 

Copra: in Bags from Manila to Hong Kong by s.s. 2003, vessel not 

classified, 600 GRT, 21 years old. 
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D) :E'rozen Prawns from Karachi to New York as refrigerated cargo. by 

m.v. 2004, classified by Lloyds register, 18000 GRT, 6 years old. 

E) Soya Bean 011 in bulk from Huston to Bombay by m.v. 2005, 

classified by A.B., 30,000 GRT, 12 years old. 

I will deal with the above items one by one :. 

_AA) Machinery in Crates is corsidered an average risk, but in the 

case in instance there are· two factors part_icularly to be taken into 

consideration. These are ; the condition of Port Lagos and the vessel 

being 18 years old which makes her over-age. F'or an underwriter it is 

necessary to have a good knowledge of the condition- of the ports of the 

worla. This info!ll'lation is available in various journals and publica

tions. Until sometime back the turning around time in Lagos used to be 

several months. The position is said to have improved since very ,,_. 

considerably. In this instance, for the purpose of rating we will take 

the turning around time for an ordinary ship to be 3 months and consider 

suitable 1, ,ding for this extra lene,;ht of tltme during which the underwriter 

will be at risk •. 

- As, far as age is concerned, which is also an extremely important 

factor the question arises of whether the vessel is a l.iner or not. 

A steamer or vessel is considered a liner if she operates between certain 

named ports at regular intervals and announces her itinerary and sched1;1.le 

of stay in every port well in advance. Ordinarily, it is .difficult for 

a vessel to become a liner, as obviously it is not po~sible for a small 

operator to navigate on strict liner terms. Therefore,most of the liners 

would be ships foming part of major fleets which can always provide 
~ 

i alternative vessels\in case of any casuality, or a specific vessel being 

out of commission, and still maintaining the itinerary and schedule of 

service. 18 years of age for a vessel ordinarily is considered at. least 

! 3 years Jnore .tl;ian1 
.. l/lh&ta.a, goodc.:ary•.ca~go. ship eho~d.·b~. The Classification 

··············-···-- Clause ~ttperv±sro-'tzy-· t?re 1'nst1tute of London una:erwri ters, provides a 

guideline for additional premium for all vessels that are considered 

overage. The additional premium for overage is not generally_charged 

on ships that are liners, but underwriters are advised to charge 
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suitable extra premiums preferably at the scale prescribed by ILU for all 

other overage vessels. 

:tvTachinery in crates, although likely to be wrapped inside in plastic 

or water resisting paper, is still likely to be damaged by water if 

not directly, at least by cvrrosion and rusting caused due to prolonged 

voyage. The crates coming in contact with water may affect the machinery 

irrespective of wrapping, and the moisture may cause corrosion or rusting, 

especially if the temperatures vary widely after contact with water. 

Non-delivery cf a large case is an unlikely risk and normally it 

,aught to be possible for 'the carrier to trace.the case in question, 

perhaps wrongly delivered in another port., and ultimately bring it 

back to.the port of destination. Theft pilferage is less likely, 

as it is not always possible for a .thief to dispose of a crate of 

machinery of limited, use nor is it convenient for a thief to steal 

a case of machini:lry·due to. its bulk. 

Damage by oil, acid, extraneous subst9-nGes, 9r .p.09J;c,,;,:~g~i:n. ie1. 

average risk. ' Mud and acid can cause damage and corrosion,: but contact 

with such matter er other extraneous substance is normally unlikely. 

Hook damage-1:n crate is rather remote, unless the crate is sme.11 or 

improperly.pa.eked. 

'-·Possibility of damage due to rough handling and consequent 

breakaige cis likely and must be taken note of. A case falling from the 

· sling may break or seriously crack, roa~i:ng the einti:r.e; machine in the 

-- era te 'quite useless. On account of the heavy weight .of the crate, 

handling needs care and1 human el~ment adds ;to the risk of breakage. 

Having thus generally examined the various aspects of the risks 

involved· in the shipment by m.v. 2001, I will illustrate the rate 

arrived at :: 

TLO 

FPA 

'.:TWA 
HI--------------·•-~--·------·----------·-·---~----.-, 

'· TPHD 

:water damage & rusting 

Mud, acid :-extraneous substance 

& hook dam~ge 

Breakage & splitting 

.o.2o% (based on wor.ld statists) 

0.25% (TU}loaded up) 

o~·30% 
0.1()% 

0.15% 

0.05% 
0.25% 
0.85% 
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Extra for overage vessel 

Extra for inland transit from 

Paris to say Marseille being the 

port of Ocean shipment 

Extra for delay in discharge 

(3 months) 

a.lo% 

0.15% 

1.2Cf'/a 

All risk rate in this case can be rounded up to anything between 1% 

and 1.25%, depending on the ~xperience of the client and underwriters, 

experience of imports of machinery to ~gas from Continent of Europe, 

or similar other place of shipment. 

BB) Jute~ds from Narayanganj to Birmingham by m.v. 2002 classed by 

G.1., 71000 GRT, and 16 years of age would present certa.j.n rnusual 

·risks. ·First of all, N'arayanganj is an inland river Port _in Bangladesh 

and deep sea vessels do not go there. Consequently, the shipment will 

have to travel by inland river steamers, barges or even country boats. 

to the port of Chalna, or by rail to the port of Chittagong. In .this 

case we will assume that the shipment is coming via Chalna which, 

incindently, is an anchorage and not a port, with no facility of direct 

loading from dock. Birmingham, on the other hand, is a modern city but 

at considerable distance inland f~om the nearest port, so that the jute 

bales have to travel by rail or motor lorry to destination. We will 

assume the vessel to be a tramp and the period of shipment as the 

month of June when the rainfall in Bangladesh is very heavy - average 

rainfall in this country is over 100 inches in a year - and Bay of 
t, 

Bengal during June is rough and often the ships encounter cyclonic 

conditions, or severe stcrms. 

Jute goods in bales, even though hard pressed iron bound, can be 

seriously damaged by contact with water. If the bales are soaked 

by rain, river-or sea water.before loading it is likely that the goods 

will have depreciated to th~ extent of 50%, or more, when they reach 

the destination. Non-delivery and TPND risks are usual and can be 

compared with other bale ca;rgoes of not too hig:b;a Wl:iae: 
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Damage by mud, acid, extraneous substance, or by hook, will again be 

considered as usual. There being no other serious features involved in 

the ship we will now rate' this consignment. We shall no -longer quote 

TLO andFPA rates, having already established the principle of rating 

these covers. 

WPA 

TPND 

Water damage 

Mud, Acid, extraneous 

substance and hook damage 

Additional premium for inland 

transit by water transport 
... 

Additional premium for transit 

from say Liverpool to Birmingham 

0.30% 
o.051~ 
0.35% 

0.75% 

O.lo% 

1.05% 

The All Risk rate in this case again based on the experience of the 

underwriter of. ~he commodity' country of origin, and other factors' can 

vary from l?b to· LlOo/~. 

CC) Copra in bags from Manila to Hong Kong by a vessel not classifi~ 

and onl4r 600 GRT and 21 years old would, by all accounts, be a· poor risk. 

The ·first thing to check would be whether the bags -e.re new or old and 

whether gunny, hessian or cloth bags. They are i.mlikely to.be polythene, 
'.::- l~ _:; ., , . , . _. . ' . 

or plastic, silict it is necessary for copra to have air ventiL.tion 

to avoid dicompos'i tion. The consignee might ask for all risk c,over and 

might even bring the plea that the· shipment is sold CIF and L/0 condition 

provides that the insurance shall be on all risk condition. A prudent 

underwriter, however, would look at the risk on its merit and would -----------ll.O rm a 11 y like to avoid all risk cover for a number of ·reasons, such as ·:; 

the following 
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a) Copra in bags coming in contact with water may be discoloured 

or even rot. 

b) Heating·and sweating damage is a serious hazard and may lead 

to decomposition or discolouring or even los_s of weight dlll? 

to excessive drying. 

c) Falling c,ff ccntents due to bursting and tearing of bags is a 

serious hazard especially if the bags are old or once or twice 

used. 

d) Hook holding again may lead to tearing of bags and loss -of 

contents. 

e) TP1ID will be considered a fairly normal risk but quite often 

falling off of contents due to bursting or tearing may be claimed 

a.c·-ttheft, imd._ :pil£er~ge.: .. iftthe c~r~er,. gr,a.mted:i.isJ l:bm:ttEld ttolld!t·•.1-0.s 

say TPND only. 

f) Unclassified and ver-J small vessels present a very serious 

problem,in this respect. Hcwever, it is necessary to point out 

that always seaworthiness is admitted or presumed between cargo 

,.mderwriters and the insured. Thus, even when a defect in the 

ve.ssel, or illlseaworthines, are later ascertained, the cargo 

underwriter will not have recourse against the carrier. 

g) The vessel being over 21 years old and defir.ately not a liner 

will be considered overage by about 6 years and not being 

classed would call for a very high extra premium. 

Having analysed the various weaknesses of the shipmemt I will now 

attempt rating the consignment on all risk conditioE:s although a prudent 

··underwriter will be well advised not to accept the risk on wider terms 

then perhaps FP.A or WPA, with exter ... rtion limited to say, non-delivery only. 

\ 

TLO 

FPA 

WPA 

·, 
0.50% (based on world statistics) 

0.6CJ% (TLO loaded up) 

o.7ijfo (FPA loaded up with emphasis 

____ _.,_,,...._,e_.s.ea_.l/iater' damage) 



TPND 

Water damage 

l1ucl, Ac{d & Extraneous 

Substance damage 

Heating & cweating 

. ·Hook, Holding, Bursting 

and Tearing 

Extra for Vessel not 

being class·ed 

- Extra for vessel being 

overage & under tonnage 

11 -.. 

O.l()o/o 

O. 30% 

O.l5o/o 

o.151~ 

o.75c;o 

o.5CJ% 

0 • 75o/o 

3.45% 

i-~Yo:Jf.m. may be aware that the voyage between 11 nila and Hong Kong 

normally should not take more than about 3 or 4 days. Had,,.the distance 

been longer the rate could have been much higher specially on account of 

the vessel being iid, small and not classed. 

It would also/advisable for the underwriters to make the shipment 

subject to either a franchise of say 2 or 3/jo or a. claim excess of say 

up to 'c'/o with a view to avoinding small loss which-may occur under 

policy on all risk condition, even on account of loss of weight due to 

heating or atmospheric condition or inherent vice, the last aspect 

not being an:' .. iUll3lll1abil!errisk. The All Risk rate,· subject to the standard 

Institute Cargo Clause, would thus be something around 3.5p.;. 

DD) In giving examples of rating I have selected Frozen Prawns or shrimps 

specially to bring home to you the serious risk to which frozen food is ·, 
exposed due to failure or refrigeration in the vessel, or any intennediate 

storage area. Quite often covers for spoilage an9- rejection risksa;re 

also required by the consignee for the case of pr~wns or shrimps being 

found unfit for. human consumption by the food and ,dTt!g ~dininsitration in 
~ ··'• .,. 

the country of destination. Where such a cover is required it is advisable 

tc have pre-shipment survey to ensure that there is no contamination of 

any types in the prawns and shrimps. Simil~rly, it is necessary to 
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ensure that the carrying vessel is fully equipped for transportation of 

refrigerated cargo. Under all risk cover rejection risk will not be 

included, but spoilage on account of breakdown of refrigeration machinery 

will be c0vered within the All Risk Clause. Where rejection risk is 

specifically required further additional premium must be charged to 

provide for spoilage or rejection due to contamination or thawing. 

Refrigerated cargo normally gets special treatment both at the 

ports of loading and discharge and consequently all other risks are 

considerable reduced. However, a casualfy.f such as stranding, er fire 

in the ship may result in the failure of refrigeration, or long delay 

may result in spoilage of the prawns due to thawing and must be taken 

note of. 

Rating may be arrived at as follows . 

WPA 0.50% (F'PA loaded up with emphasis on stranding, fire 

and other casuaLtY, .. leading to a'.elay of failure 

of refrigeration machinery) 

Water Damage 0.05% 
Mud, Acid & other 

e:tltnneli'luac:aubatanc e 

aamagemce <.1,:-m.:•,,s'30 .05%, 
Hook, Holing, 

Bursting & 

Tearing 

Heating & 

Sweating 

Damage due to 

.. failure or ' 

breakdown of 

_ refrige:ra tion 

\ 

0.05% 

0.05% 

O O 50'7/a 
1. 25o/o 

Rejection. Risk _,,.,=2=·=o_c_o;L.~ .... ~=.------------

3-25% 
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The vsssel peing 18000 GRT fully classed, not old, and equipped for 

refrigerated cargo does not call for any loading. Hence the all risk 

rate,.incliiding rejection cover, ea.ft be something.around 3'{o. It is 

noteworthy that in case of rejection the consignment may become a total 

loss, as normally rejected prawns will have no market and within 

United States they will' not be permitted to be sold. ']he consignment 

will have to be either dumped into the sea or re-exported to any othe-r 

country where they may be used for some other purpose. 

EE) A consignment of edible oil from Houston U;:iA to Bombay is a typical 

example of movement of soya bean oil. Nowad,ay,s most countries refine their 

own edible oil and market them in the retail containers after such 

- processing as hydrogenation and deoderising and hardening. The cover 

may be the usual all risk, commencing from shore-tank in Houston until 

discharge into the shore-tank in Bombay port. It is nomal for oil in b ... 
bulk to suffer a small loss of up to about 1ffo in t:ranaJ.t r<mae ·;to ~ 

in loading and discharge and/or contamin?.-tion nrai:v..ly by water. Otherwise 

the consignment is chiefly subject to the perils of the sea with possi

bility of' .loss due to. TPND, water damage, mud, acid or ,other extraneouei 

substance being negligible. However, any damage to the oil by, water. or.,·., 

extraneous substance will· assume the state of contamination which ca;r:i,: 

be remedied by refining process at destination, but not without incurring 

expense and l,ertain amount of loss. 

In rating consignment of Soya bean oil we have to account for the_ 

following; 

,a) Ba.sic Ii'P.A or WPA rate ,considering the seriousness __ of J,oss. due, 

to oil flowing out into the sea resulting from any stranding · .. 
\ 

or damage to the ship I s tanks or fire and c,onsequent use of water, etc 

b) Possibility 0f shortage. or loss due ta .. contamination and/o.r 

lO'SS of contents,in course of loading ·a.nd unloading qu~ to·oil, 

...,------·-----··--·· flowip.g out. At this stage it is necessary to point ,out .t,ha t ,. ml•\Md•a,,w,,.c__,,_~--..........._ _ ___,,n________ • 
vessel tanks musb:be- examined by a ·surveyo::r;- before loading. 

Apart from this it ·is custorr.ary for a quality surv~yor or any 

other inspection company to be appointed for loading as well a.a 

unloading supervision first with a view to check that -tanks .are. 

; i 
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clean and the quantity loaded in the ships is properly recorded 

and the B/L is issued for the correct quantity loaded, and second 

the quantity discharged at destination is correctly recorded and 

any contari1ination taken note of. Any short cut to this procedure 

may only result in trouble. 

We will now rate this consignment under two heads viz. FPA and 

All' Risk. All Risk cover is customarj1y subject to the following 

Clause :; "Claims due to shortage, leakage or contamination are payable 

in excess of 1%• 

FPA 

All Risk Cover 

0.35% (TW rate loaded up considerably to 

take into account possibility of 

heavier loss due to stranding, fire, etc.) 

1.0()o/'o 

The other factors such as voyage, tonnage, class, are al,l satis

factory but in case of en::611·:tMlk:eT,a ship more than 10 years old is 

considered overage. In this case a vessel m.v. 2005 is 12 years old 

and consequently should attract some overage premium. Since thet. 

vessel is only marginally overage a small additional premium may 

be charged say of 0.10%, on the other hand, if fuhe experience had 

been satisfactory this can be waived. 

1,nternational Competition ; Earlier in my lecture I have referred 

to international rates based on world-wide statisti<1a, in arriving 

at specific rates- for certain basic covers, i:;articularly TLO and FPA. 
International competition in marine rating, on the one hand, is a 

problem for an un\erwriter in a developing country, on the other hand 

is a necessity. But for international competition, there would not have 

evolved an international market or world-wide experience in marine 

cargo rating. 

'llll't'.--~- -~~----,±I,tin•-..a-~l":bB-e--•ea:?'@'o shipment ,a-lmo st -~'l'.'i,a.'bl;y··two eoun tries are 

involved, namely those of the seller and the buyer. A consignment 

can be sold CIF', C & F or FOB so that insurance can be obtained on 

"either end. The buyer who pays the price for the goods is generally 
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the one who decides whether he wpl buy CIF or sa.y C & f. In deciding 

on the mode ,of purcha2e he w,;ill take into account the cost of every 

item namety the prime cost of the goods, cost of freight and the 

insurance premium. When it comes to the insurance he will no doubt 

check the rate he is likely to pay, if he were to place his insurance 

on the. con~i,~en,t '. in his QWil country rather than pay the price for the 

insurance. to th~ seller. The selle! therefore in quoting CIF price 

must check the cost of insurance and in order to attract CIF sale,, 

has to ensure that, the premium to be paid by ~im, coet of which he 

will recover from the buyer, must be reascbable and not likely to 

be more. than what the buyer will pay_, sl:lould he decide to insure in 

his own country. We can now generally.come to the conclusion, that 

the rate in the seller's country is forced down to the.level of rate 

prevailing.in the buyer's country. 

Where the nat_onal regulations on sale of, goods and/or insurance 

laws provide no restriction or protection.to ,the.local companies, it, is 

possible for the seller or buyer in tha~ country to obtain quotation 

from international insure.nee market such as Lond.on. The leading 

markets due to, magni tuc,i.e pf Ui.e companies opera ting there and enormous 

volume of .. businesss they are able to attract, are able to.,;,1.acei'Ptllner 

rates. It is obvious that ,s. l<i:'rge company, or an underwriter at Lloyds, 

on ace unt of the huge turnover is abl~ to manage his affairs at lower 

administrative cost and even lower pro,fit. The acquisition cost by way 

of brokerage can be less in a market such as London, again, on account 

of the volume. Competition created by .such major markets would force the 

domestic companies in the developing countries to reduce their rates in 

order to be able to retain the business,being generated from their 

countries. Yet it is not desirable for a domestic underwriter in African 
'\ , 

Oon,:tinen t al ways to follow London rate, amongst other ~hings, for the 

~~ason that, he cannot operate at the Sant£::! low cost, or small margin of 

profit. Besides, his volume nonnally i~ small and .does not , give him,: 

•M------'t~h::.::e::.....!,b!!::e~n!;!=e;.,i,f.=·~t_QLJ.§..}L.Q;Laverage. In an unbalanced po,;-j;_fgJi9 of f!,UY . 

business .. o~e must pr .. •vide for a contingency. 

Nothing can be said a~inst in.ternational competition, for 

bas,ic~lly it is only fair that the cost of everything should be less 

and less so that ultimately the consumer benefits. Yet if there were 

no restriction in placing of insurance within the country, especially 
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in developing countries, the underwriters in such countries may be 

fc,rced out of business. This will lead to an m~us1;: situation that 

marine cargc, insurance will concentrate in few major markets of the 

world. 

Hence there is a need for protection of companies in developing 

countries and this is Iiie;t by the national Governments, through providing 

suitable proteuion mainly on imports. A country.importing anything -

normally pays for it to the buyer and is able to decide whether the 

goods shall be imported CIF or C & F. It is generally easy to allow 

all imports in the country on C & F so that insurance of all imports 

is obtained from the domestic market. If similar restrictions were 

to be put on export, it is doubtful whether the exporter could force 

the importer abroad to pay the cost of insurance at whatever rate 

the seller wanted to charge. Thus, normally, on export no such 

protection can ):le given to the domestic m'"1rket. However, about half 

the.insurance involving export and import can be secured for the 

domestic comp-.nies by legislation. 

An underwri t:_i may consider international competition in a domestic 

African market to be1 curse. It is n0tts~.necespa.tr,qyfsw,iforsi t is 

the international -competition that had lead to - int.erna tional .co-operation 

as well as understanding in marine cargo insurance~ Such forums as the 

International Union of }1arine Insurance (IlJlvII) or·for that matter this 

very seminar, is the result of international competition. Every welL 

known internat_;_onal association such as Institute of London Underwriters 

(ILU) not only controJs international Clauses but prov_J.des unifom rates -

for the world for War and SR & CC. They also provide guidance for s.ddi .... 

additional premium for overage vessels. Statistics which are of paramount 

interest also origS.na te from major markets, which on account of .internEA, ·, 
tional competition, ·'are able to write business from all over the world 

and compile statistics on world-wide basis and make available to the new

comers Such information without which an underwriter new in business 

could not proceed. 

International competition also generally forces rate throughout 

the world at reasonable, and to some extent, unifom level, so that it 

is possible -for an underwriter in one country to reinsure with another 
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underwriter in a different country. As you will appreciate;- but for 

this understanding and acceptability of rate·s there would not:have 

been any reinsurance available'between different countries far apart 

in their standard and knowledge .of insurance,. and without reinsurance 

obviously an i.mderwri ter: could ·n-ot enter the field. --

War and SR & CC ra tee, 'a-S' you know, are fixed by a committee 

consisting of leading underwriters from Lloyds and companies in·UKand t 

they have been.accepted 0ver· the years as authority on rating of War 

and $R & GC rates~ This ::L:seone area of rating where ccmp:etition could 

.confuse or confound the problem. An underwriter, in order to be able 

to quote rate for War and SR & CC for any er all parts of the world, 

will have to know a great deal about the political condition externally 

and internally which is not entirely easy. Besides, his judgement on 

such. c_ondi tions may not be acceptable to the others and may also present 

serious ~obl~m:s :a,.t . .t'ein.surM.t;:e'· Hiqeff~, Hence the need of ultimate 

acceptability of war risk :tating·cotnmittee. Today practicaily every 

underwriter throughout the world follows the rate fixed by·the said 

committee in London. 

Reverting to international competition as against co-operation, the 

example of a major manufacturer of a product can be taken. Quite often 

such major manufacturers on account of enomous volume of export of 

their product from one country or several countries are able to insure 

their export with major internaional underwriters at a very low rate 

due largely to the underwriting experience of the commodity. For example, 

a particular big manufacturer cf say transistor radios or appliances in 

view of the low rate they are able to attract, can quote lower price 

on CIF sale. The rates are sometimes so low that am importer in a deve

loping country fi:dds it attractive to import CIF rather tha:1 C & F,. 
' Such instances nowadays aFe numerous that need for regional co-operation 

within a region say whole of Africa or perhaps two or three different re

gions of Africa, to protect their interest has arisen. This tendency 

is ~ tbG ;i,~a..£ox. certain abvi OJI$ advantageQ_.__ ____ Thce regions can 

develop uniform rating structu.re at least in respect of some basic 

risks both regard to trading within the region and also to stand 

together in meeting international competition. Such regions can be 
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formed on geographical basis and/or economic considerations, as well 

as political likemindedness. It is possible to go a step further and 

even consid.er developing tariff at least for basic rates to apply to 

the members of the regions. A tariff of rates specially for the 

basic risk such as FPA, WPA and to a certain extent for extraneous 

covers is not very difficult. Ironically, this does a.mount to 

international co-operation but as argued earlier, invariably intemational 

competition leads to international co-operation especially in marine 

insurance. Attempts are being made to form reinsurance companies on 

regional basis with the co-operation of the countries within the regions, 

with similar objectives. 

Finally, to sum it all up, I must emphasise that, there is no 

substitute for knowledge, experience, statistics and indeed international 

competitiot, It is not possible to create an underwriter instantly. 

The process of learning and experience is time consuming and must ,... 

be gone through. International competition should be objectivly looked 

at rather than condemned in haste. Reliance on good-luck must be 

avoided. 


